Outside Scholarship Resources
These are Scholarships given by outside sources

Pro Tip:
Make a separate e-mail address to avoid getting spam e-mails

Websites:
Listed in order of efficiency

Fast Web
Fastweb.com
On Fast Web you fill out a survey with information about you and fast web takes that information and narrows down scholarship options that are specific to you. These scholarships vary in type, some are essays and others are surveys. Fast web is easy to navigate and gives scholarship websites that are simple and easy to apply for.

College Board Scholarship Search
On college Board you fill out questions with information about you and fastweb takes that information and narrows down scholarship options that are specific to you.

Additional Resources

Scholarship.com
Scholarship.com specializes in scholarships and grants.

Studentscholarship.org

Apps:

Scholly
$2.99 a month
Scholly is an easy to use app that is only a click away. You fill out a questionnaire that helps scholly narrow down scholarship options that are specific to you, and then for just $2.99 a month you have unlimited access to scholarship applications.